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Make watching your favorite videos easier with the YouTube app. Explore brand new content,
music, news and more with the official YouTube app for iPhone and iPad. Discover even more
with the official YouTube app. Subscribe to channels with your favorite content, share them with
friends or upload your very own videos for everyone to see. Get more out of your video
streaming app and discover even more with YouTube. Tap like to save to your personal list or
share with your friends! Subscription automatically renews unless auto-renew is turned off at
least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Account will be charged for renewal within
24 hours prior to the end of the current period at the rate of the selected plan. Subscriptions and
auto-renewal may be managed by going to Account Settings after purchase Any unused portion
of a free trial period will be forfeited when purchasing a subscription. It works well and is a nice
quality app. I have a few problems though, and it has to do with the subscription tab. No big
deal, but if I click it to make the blue dot go away, then go back to a different tab such as the
home it will put the blue dot back. That makes it so there is a red dot on the subscription button
which just bothers me. It also usually happens to people with less that 1k subs. I am subscribed
to a lot of people, and a good amount of them make posts regularly. The last problem which I
find more funny is that when I click all to see everyone I am subscribed to, it shows everyone as
normal. But, if I leave the app and come back, or slide up on my phone to show brightness or
flashlight it will switch around the names so that they do not match the right person. Other than
these three problems, the app is amazing. I hate the new update for the comments. I hate having
to press something just to go trough the comments. I would rather scroll down then tap on the
bar thing. I hate when the videos are really big i like it how it used to be. Please change it. Hi
again! I have some issues I would like to address! So on the Ipad im begging to have
community posts able to be seen. Just make it like the phone but wider. Its stressing me how
much I miss stuff because people normally post on the community post option. I have to go on
my phone just to see it. It use to be amazing before until you guys changed it. I am not going to
lie but you people are ruining your app to the worst. I am gonna keep my rating on 4 stars till
you guys improve. Another issue is the search thing glitch i think glitch. It would just not let me
delete my search or click on it. I have no idea why but i would like to no because its annoying
me a lot. I wanna say thank you for your time! The following data may be used to track you
across apps and websites owned by other companies:. The following data may be collected and
linked to your identity:. Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use
or your age. With Family Sharing set up, up to six family members can use this app. App Store
Preview. Description Make watching your favorite videos easier with the YouTube app. Feb 23,
Version Bug fixes, performance improvements, and more cat videos. Ratings and Reviews See
All. App Privacy See Details. Size Compatibility iPhone Requires iOS Price Free. License
Agreement. Family Sharing With Family Sharing set up, up to six family members can use this
app. VFeed - app for VK. Status for WhatsApp New. Video Status - Fullscreen Clip. Modern
portfolio theory MPT is a theory on how risk-averse investors can construct portfolios to
maximize expected return based on a given level of market risk. Harry Markowitz pioneered this
theory in his paper "Portfolio Selection," which was published in the Journal of Finance in
Modern portfolio theory argues that an investment's risk and return characteristics should not
be viewed alone, but should be evaluated by how the investment affects the overall portfolio's
risk and return. MPT shows that an investor can construct a portfolio of multiple assets that will
maximize returns for a given level of risk. Likewise, given a desired level of expected return, an
investor can construct a portfolio with the lowest possible risk. Based on statistical measures
such as variance and correlation , an individual investment's performance is less important
than how it impacts the entire portfolio. MPT assumes that investors are risk-averse, meaning
they prefer a less risky portfolio to a riskier one for a given level of return. As a practical matter,
risk aversion implies that most people should invest in multiple asset classes. The expected
return of the portfolio is calculated as a weighted sum of the individual assets' returns. The
portfolio's risk is a complicated function of the variances of each asset and the correlations of
each pair of assets. To calculate the risk of a four-asset portfolio, an investor needs each of the
four assets' variances and six correlation values, since there are six possible two-asset
combinations with four assets. Because of the asset correlations, the total portfolio risk, or
standard deviation , is lower than what would be calculated by a weighted sum. MPT is a useful
tool for investors trying to build diversified portfolios. In fact, the growth of exchange traded
funds ETFs made MPT more relevant by giving investors easier access to different asset
classes. The variance of the portfolio will be significantly lower because government bonds
have a negative correlation with stocks. Adding a small investment in Treasuries to a stock
portfolio will not have a large impact on expected returns because of this loss reducing effect.
Similarly, MPT can be used to reduce the volatility of a U. Although small-cap value stocks are
far riskier than Treasuries on their own, they often do well during periods of high inflation when

bonds do poorly. As a result, the portfolio's overall volatility is lower than one consisting
entirely of government bonds. Furthermore, the expected returns are higher. Modern portfolio
theory allows investors to construct more efficient portfolios. Every possible combination of
assets that exists can be plotted on a graph, with the portfolio's risk on the X-axis and the
expected return on the Y-axis. This plot reveals the most desirable portfolios. For example,
suppose Portfolio A has an expected return of 8. Further, assume that Portfolio B has an
expected return of 8. Portfolio A would be deemed more efficient because it has the same
expected return but lower risk. It is possible to draw an upward sloping curve to connect all of
the most efficient portfolios. This curve is called the efficient frontier. Investing in a portfolio
underneath the curve is not desirable because it does not maximize returns for a given level of
risk. Perhaps the most serious criticism of MPT is that it evaluates portfolios based on variance
rather than downside risk. Two portfolios that have the same level of variance and returns are
considered equally desirable under modern portfolio theory. One portfolio may have that
variance because of frequent small losses. In contrast, the other could have that variance
because of rare spectacular declines. Most investors would prefer frequent small losses, which
would be easier to endure. Post-modern portfolio theory PMPT attempts to improve on modern
portfolio theory by minimizing downside risk instead of variance. The Nobel Prize. The Journal
of Finance. Portfolio Construction. Risk Management. Financial Analysis. Portfolio
Management. Your Money. Personal Finance. Your Practice. Popular Courses. Investing
Portfolio Management. Key Takeaways Modern portfolio theory MPT is a theory on how
risk-averse investors can construct portfolios to maximize expected return based on a given
level of market risk. MPT can also be used to construct a portfolio that minimizes risk for a
given level of expected return. Modern portfolio theory is very useful for investors trying to
construct efficient portfolios using ETFs. Most portfolios on the efficient frontier contain ETFs
from more than one asset class. Article Sources. Investopedia requires writers to use primary
sources to support their work. These include white papers, government data, original reporting,
and interviews with industry experts. We also reference original research from other reputable
publishers where appropriate. You can learn more about the standards we follow in producing
accurate, unbiased content in our editorial policy. Compare Accounts. The offers that appear in
this table are from partnerships from which Investopedia receives compensation. Inefficient
Portfolio An inefficient portfolio is one that delivers an expected return that is too low for the
amount of risk taken on. Risk Curve Definition The risk curve visualizes of the relationship
among investment risk and return. Mean-Variance Analysis Mean-variance analysis is the
process of weighing risk against expected return. Risk Parity Definition Risk parity is a portfolio
allocation strategy that uses risk to determine allocations across various components of an
investment portfolio. Portfolio Variance Portfolio variance is the measurement of how the actual
returns of a group of securities making up a portfolio fluctuate. Partner Links. Related Articles.
Stocks Is variance good or bad for stock investors? Investopedia is part of the Dotdash
publishing family. The MKEK MPT is a rifle intended to take abuse and extreme mistreatment
and still maintain high accuracy and reliability in order to survive in true battle environments.
The proposed Mehmetcik-1 was therefore cancelled after the first prototype and engineers
started the redesign process. The first batch of MPTs were delivered on 18 May and received
positive feedback. Serial production began in The first batch of rifles was ready for delivery to
the Turkish military in January The design was based on the AR , but the gas piston system was
influenced by the HK The following variants are in production: [27]. Number in the designation
denotes the 7. However, as of the 5. It looks like the Turkish soldiers preferred the more
powerful 7. The standard version is 7. Turkey plans to obtain 20, of the smaller-caliber rifles to
replace license-produced HKs within special forces. The MPT can fire fully automatic and
semi-automatic. Trigger sensitivity in the KNT is reduced by five Newtons which allows the
trigger to move with less pressure. This drop prevents the involuntary movement of the barrel
due to trigger movement. The KNT weighs grams heavier while the magazine capacity remains
the same. MOA is reduced to 1. Designed for the Special Forces, it uses a short-stroke action.
KAAN also comes with a different stock with cheek rest. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Gas-operated , rotating bolt. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to MPT Episode Debut 2. Using both Mustang and Mach names to launch their
high performance all-electric SUV, Ford certainly stirred up controversy. You know, there was a
time with automobiles when there was a simple wire that went to it, and it controlled it. And that
was the end of it. Well those days are long gone. There are thousands of parts on every vehicle.
And you would think some of the more basic ones like lug nuts that hold the wheels on, that
they would be infallible. There isâ€¦. Podcast In Podcast , the MotorWeek crew once again
welcomes auto parts expert, Tom Taylor, to the podcast as he discusses a hot topic formany:
tire pressure monitoring systems. Then they move onâ€¦. Baltimore Motorcycle Collective. Well,
this week our Over theâ€¦. Our success story this week takes us to Connecticut's USA Waste
and Recycling and an innovative way at tackling the issues of trash and a cleaner environment.
Working with the Capital Cleanâ€¦. Clean Cities: Hobart Natural Gas. With the help of Ozinga
Energy, and theâ€¦. Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes. Upcoming Shows Episode Debut 2.
There isâ€¦ More. Then they move onâ€¦ Full List of Podcasts. Well, this week our Over theâ€¦
More. Working with the Capital Cleanâ€¦ More. With the help of Ozinga Energy, and theâ€¦ More.
Find Showtimes. We start this episode at Wellspring of Life Farm , which offers equine
therapeutic activities to help those dealing with physical, emotional, and cognitive challenges.
Next, we visit Just Ordinary Woodland to learn about tree farming and the environmental
benefits that come with sustainable forestry. We begin this episode at Deer Run Farm , where
farmers Allison Rostad and Josh Stewart breed heritage chickens for backyard flock owners
across the country who want baskets full of colorful eggs. Next, we learn how a tiny insect
called the Dectes stem borer can cause big problems for soybean crops. We take a look at how
the COVID pandemic is affecting agriculture in the second of two special episodes. We begin by
seeing how local participants in the ag education organization 4-H showed and sold their
livestock projects virtually. Next, we learn how Maryland poultry farmers work hard to protect
their flocks from the dangerous disease known as Avian Influenza. We begin this episode at
Braglio Farms , where we learn how their firewood is cleaned, dried, and packed, and see how
some even makes it under the grill at their farm-to-table restaurant. In the first of two special
episodes, we take a look at how the COVID pandemic is affecting agriculture. Next, we travel to
Graul's Market in Cape St. Then, on The Local Buy , Al Spoler visits the Waverly Farmers Market
in Baltimore to learn how markets are adapting to new social distancing rules so they can still
provide healthy, farm fresh food. In this episode, we explore different varieties and uses of corn.
First, we travel to the Beltsville Agricultural Research Center to learn how
genetically-engineered Bt corn fights pests. Horst and Sons, where we discover how corn silage
provides dairy cows with healthy, nutritious feed year round. In this episode, we explore how
farms impact the environment. First, we travel to Willow Oaks Farm, where Ecotone has
restored the Yellow Branch creek to its natural shape to help prevent erosion and flooding.
Then we visit Harborview Farms to learn how cover crops help pull carbon dioxide out of the air
and store it in the soil after they die. We begin this episode by following the Eco-Goats , a herd
for hire that helps clear unwanted weeds and vegetation. Then we visit Deep Roots, Inc. First,
award-winning hay farmer Glenn Rash shows us how he makes the perfect load of hay bales.
Recipe pdf. EPISODE Air Date: January 19, We begin this episode at Braglio Farms , where we
learn how their firewood is cleaned, dried, and packed, and see how some even makes it under
the grill at their farm-to-table restaurant. Local Produce Guide. You seem to have CSS turned
off. Please don't fill out this field. Get free video to mp3 conversions with MP3 Rocket. It
converts and downloads videos in popular mp3 format. It's fast, free, and no registration is
required. MP3 Rocket converts video to multiple audio or video formats and provides easy play
back on computers or mobile devices. MP3 Rocket also allows users to turn any video into a
MP3 ringtone, without sound quality loss. MP3 Rocket is more than a video downloader, it
allows users to download HD videos and convert them to any common video format. The
program is easy to use. Just specify the URL for the video desired and click the Download

button. Do you have a GitHub project? Now you can sync your releases automatically with
SourceForge and take advantage of both platforms. If it is not a virus, whoever in charge should
talk to Google Chrome to resolve it. Can't comment on the rest as I did not tried it. The file
uploaded by this dev has 4 positives on VirusTotal 3 of which by Avira, Comodo and Symentec.
It is possible they are false but unlikely as it is a simple conversion program which should not
have any behavior that falsely triggers the heuristic alarms. I highly recommend MP3 Rocket.
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make sure you follow me on Gab if you have a Gab account. I am finding that I listen to a lot
more Christian podcasts these days than Christian radio. One of the reasons I do so is because
of this podcast. This was such a refreshing and encouraging conversation! Especially in this
season of tearing down what is good and true. How He has made us to love and cherish those
we live with, our families, our homes, our towns, our country. Virtues that God has placed in our
hearts to value and encourage others to love and value. Thank you for this honest and
important conversation. Apple Podcasts Preview. FEB 17, Prof. Customer Reviews See All.
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